
x Preface

chapters that follow deal with their individual thoughts about
the movies they made, the nature of art, the lives they led as
filmmakers, and the world in which they lived. The productiv-
ity and the history of these men can, and should, be studied in
other ways as well. My way of studying them is philosophical
and humanistic insofar as I seek to understand their ideas and
their vision as consummate artists.

Other filmmakers make a cameo appearance in my story,
and I sometimes include analyses of their work. The Welles
chapter, for instance, contains a lengthy discussion of John
Huston’s The Dead and its source in James Joyce’s novella with
the same title. Some people may think of those pages as an
interlude within the harmonic texture of the book. I have no
objection to their being read in that fashion. But they also serve
an essential function in relation to the multiple strands of
thought indigenous to my argument. Digressive as such excur-
sions may sometimes seem, they play an integral part within
the enterprise as a whole. 

Among the people whose comments on this material have
been of help to me, I am especially grateful to Herbert
Engelhardt, Alvin Epstein, John Hildebidle, Richard A.
Macksey, Martin Marks, Anne W. Singer, Ben Singer, Emily S.
Singer, Josephine F. Singer, Saam Trivedi, Michael Wager, and
David F. Wheeler. I am also grateful to students in my courses
at MIT who lived through earlier drafts, sometimes contribu-
ting unknowably to them; and to Michael Shinagel and
Marjorie Lee North, formerly master and co-master of Quincy
House at Harvard, who allowed me to test my developing
ideas about this and other books in talks to members of their
Senior Common Room. 

I. S.



Some Preliminary Remarks

In Reality Transformed I sketched a critique of formalist as well
as realist theories of film. In the last hundred years they have
had many followers among sophisticated writers about
cinematic art. The contrasting emphases in these different
perspectives have often nourished fruitful controversy.
Throughout my book I sought to adjudicate among the varied
versions of the two positions while looking for a way of
harmonizing them that might preserve the reasonable claims
in both. My concluding chapter outlined an alternative theory
of film in an attempt to show how realists and formalists can
benefit from each other’s point of view. What follows here
augments that effort without presupposing that the reader has
much familiarity with its earlier formulation. 

In moving from the earlier book to this one, I apply my
speculations about the aesthetics and ontology of film to the
work of three of the most renowned practitioners in that art
form. I chose them in accordance with several criteria. First, I
wanted representative “auteurs,” directors whose mind and
character retain a discernible identity throughout their output,
sometimes to a greater extent, sometimes less so, but usually
evident and ongoing. Since films are the product of many



people who collaborate in their making, they can rarely be
ascribed to a single auteur who is comparable to an individual
poet or painter or composer. Above all in relation to the “studio
system” and the invasive, though subtle censorship that dis-
tributors and producers impose in the name of the bottom line,
no one on the set may possibly have the degree of autonomy
that is still available in those other media. Nevertheless, some
outstanding filmmakers have managed to mold their creations
in ways that make them recognizable as more or less their own.

The auteur question will recur as we proceed, but I confess
in advance that I may have prejudiced my case by choosing
filmmakers whose achievements are obviously unique and
plausibly judged as uniform in their totality. Given the nature
of my quest, it is not surprising that the three directors I am
studying usually served in several capacities—as screenplay
writers or adaptors of literary texts, as directors who could be
producers as well, and not infrequently as actors who also
participated in the cinematography, the lighting, and the con-
tribution of the art department. With this kind of versatility,
they attained a power to show (with variable success) what-
ever vision of the world they wished to convey. They
expressed their personal sense of reality through techniques
that were available at the time and that they were especially
proficient in deploying. By focusing on the general outlook of
these filmmakers, who were also talented theorists, we can see
how pervasively their methodologies transcend the disparity
between realism and formalism. Or rather, how their transcen-
dence of this disparity is manifest in their separate kinds of
harmonization within the parameters they set for themselves.

One might additionally argue that these three are correctly
thought to be “great” filmmakers because of their preeminent
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ability to unify realist and formalist attitudes. They do so in a
manner that is idiosyncratic to each; and yet, they are alike in
developing from film to film recurrent, though evolving, ideas
they cared about as creators and as human beings. By consider-
ing what they found meaningful in life as well as the techniques
by which such meaning had structural importance in their
films, we may be able to detect the philosophical significance
in at least a considerable part of the work they did.

Like many other artists, the three filmmakers I have
selected would probably recoil at the notion that they had
“philosophical” pretensions. Quoting the words of Henry V in
Shakespeare’s play, they might well exclaim: “We are but
warriors for the working-day.” That is true, and it is certainly
the case that none of them pontificates about eternal verities or
the analytical niceties of academic philosophy. They usually
think of themselves as storytellers, as dramatists, as tech-
nicians in visual imagery, and above all as craftsmen trained to
fashion and present cinematic effects. But none of this
precludes their also being philosophical inasmuch as they
infuse their productions with a profound perception of, and
concerted interest in, the human condition as they knew it. As
in all creative endeavors, the criterion of ultimate value
depends upon the fecundity of their inventive imagination.

Moreover, Alfred Hitchcock, Orson Welles, and Jean Renoir
are particularly intriguing because they left behind writings
about film that have not been studied much thus far. Collected
in recent books, these writings normally purport to deal with
their own movies and their involvement in them. As a matter
of fact, however, the filmmakers also comment on the nature of
film itself, on other art forms, and on civilized as well as
natural phenomena in life. Unlike the majority of other great or
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near-great filmmakers, they articulate beliefs that reveal the
remarkable breadth and depth of their speculative minds.
What I find most encouraging, their theorizing is almost
always concrete, not abstract, and grounded in their own
cumulative history of acquired knowledge within their chosen
field.

Beginning with Hitchcock, I argue that he is much more
than just a formalist enamored of the technical devices that he
employs so effectively. In his hands they attain a meaning,
whatever it may be, that lesser filmmakers do not achieve. At
the opposite extreme from Hitchcock, I end with Renoir
because his use of cinematic artifice constantly furthers his pre-
occupation with thematic meaning while preventing it from
becoming tendentious or prosaically realistic. Welles has a
niche somewhere between Hitchcock and Renoir. While being
what he called “a man of ideas” like the other two, he arrived
on the scene much later than they did and progressively syn-
thesized the film experience of both.1 I do not mean that Welles
sums up or completes their accomplishments, or is a better
maker of movies. Despite his coming last, he can be seen as a
bridge between them. While remaining an authentic originator
in himself, he incorporates the formalist components in
Hitchcock as well as the realist elements in Renoir. 

Discussing the thinking of these artists, my initial point of
departure is what they explicitly maintain on one or another
occasion. In view of their influence and undoubted stature,
even their casual remarks are worthy of our attention. All the
same, I realize that the essays and interviews on which I draw
were sometimes written long after these artists finished the
movies they are interpreting in later years. Also one can never
be sure that their accounts of what they did, or even of what
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they thought they were doing in the sometimes distant past,
are entirely reliable. I am willing to take that risk because the
relevant productions are so engaging and so clearly the offer-
ings of very exceptional, though possibly representative,
exemplars of their time and place. Apart from the utility of the
filmmakers’ statements as windows into their individual exis-
tence, these statements function—in one fashion or another—
as valuable clues about the content of their films and the
culture from which such artworks emanate. For that reason
alone, what these three said and allowed to be printed
warrants continual investigation.

With this as my basic principle, I analyze aspects of their
movies in conjunction with the filmmakers’ comments,
without any necessary assumption about the validity of these
comments. Only occasionally do I give an exhaustive treatment
of the films themselves. In relation to most of the movies I
discuss, a vast and often detailed critical literature has come
into being with that aspiration. My book presents itself as an
addendum to the excellent work that has already enriched this
ever growing branch of film studies. I cite a few of its impor-
tant instances in the three middle chapters, and in the family
portrait I try to see how my previous discussions can be
integrated with some of the suggestive books and articles
about Hitchcock, Welles, and Renoir that others have
published thus far. 
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In view of his manipulative intent, Hitchcock’s work might be
considered the product of a Frankenstein or proto-fascist who is
extremely talented in arousing emotional responses by means of film
technology. One may even think that the artistic purity Hitchcock
sought is inherently dehumanizing.



Alfred Hitchcock

Throughout his interviews and writings about his films,
Hitchcock often describes himself as someone who merely
provides entertainment to an interested public. He is being
truthful in saying this, not unduly modest. But then, we may
ask from the very outset, does that prevent his being considered
an artist whose aesthetic goals are worthy of serious investiga-
tion? Received opinion holds that entertainment, however suc-
cessful it may be, is oriented toward the purveying of pleasure
(in the broadest sense) rather than providing relevant and
possibly profound insights about humanity as it searches for
values that give meaning to life. That is what art does, we have
often heard, as distinct from entertainment. 

If we accept this view, if we believe that art and entertain-
ment are inherently incompatible, or at least separate from each
other, it might seem foolish to think that Hitchcock’s films have
philosophical scope and can be studied for their conceptual
value. We may recognize the technical adroitness they often
manifest, but that alone would not warrant treating his movies
as anything more than highly effective divertissements. 

In opposition to any such approach, I suggest that it con-
tains a confusion about what is or is not philosophical as well



as being misguided in relation to both art and entertainment.
Art need not be dreary or coldly didactic, and there is nothing
in the idea of entertainment that necessarily excludes the pres-
entation of a meaningful perspective as one of its legitimate
possibilities.

In great art the philosophical, also in the broadest sense of
the word, not only accompanies whatever elements that
entertain a receptive audience but also permeates the aesthetic
fabric of the work itself. Art becomes philosophical when it
offers probing insights into our reality that are valuable to
people who have learned how to appreciate them. Not always
but not infrequently, entertainment is capable of awakening
our susceptibility to new ideas. It does that through an
immediacy of comprehension that causes them to be quickly
digested and fully savored. It may even evoke reactions that
generate in the recipients personal yet appropriate ideas of
their own. 

When this happens, entertainment is integral to the
achievement of artistic truth while also being a vehicle that
conveys this type of truth. In that event, the formal structure
through which a film (or any other work of art) succeeds in
entertaining becomes the expression of an outlook that has
conceptual import over and beyond the profundities that may
or may not belong to its referential content. Hitchcock’s art is
worth studying because it shows the worthlessness of com-
monplace dichotomies between form and content which have
been ordained or assumed by most traditional aestheticians.

To say this much, however, is to say that we can disregard
Hitchcock’s ritual statements about his intentions. In one place
he repeats Sam Goldwyn’s assertion that messages should be
sent by Western Union, not by the movies his studio makes.
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One need only reply that communications—whether aesthetic
or otherwise—involve much more than just the sending of
“messages.” That term signifies a very special kind of commu-
nication, and therefore only a meager portion of what is signif-
icant on any level in both art and entertainment.

One theorist from whom Hitchcock originally learned his
craft as a director was Sergei Eisenstein. From his formalistic
approach Hitchcock attained a refined awareness of how
cinematic effects can exercise great influence over the reactions
of an audience. Eisenstein sought to use the artificial devices of
film as a means of disseminating the director’s ideological
perspective through techniques that manipulate the feelings of
a moviegoing public. Like other formalists of his period, he
extolled the capacity of films to do something to the mind and
responsiveness of their patrons. For Eisenstein this usually
meant enunciating a political program by means of the mes-
merizing technology in film, which is incessantly transforming
reality toward that end.

Hitchcock does not try to impart overtly propagandistic
ideas, though he often inserts a vaguely democratic aura within
his formal design. What he gleans most notably from Eisenstein
is the conviction that a filmmaker’s subtle use of the camera can
grip the impulses and even purposive attitudes of almost
anyone who observes the finished product. Eisenstein did what
he did in the hope of getting people to engage in action that
would have importance to them as moral and social beings.
Hitchcock does not think of his audience in that way. He treats
them merely as individuals who can be induced to undergo
strong emotions that may have little relevance to either their
political beliefs or communal involvement. In this sense,
Hitchcock is a more puristic formalist than Eisenstein himself.
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In a documentary about Hitchcock, one of his associates
recounts a conversation in which the director says to him:
“What we’re doing is, we’re playing we’re sitting at an organ
and we’re pressing this chord which makes an audience go
‘oooh,’ and then we press this chord which makes them laugh.
And we’re just playing on them. . . . Someday we won’t need
the movie. We‘ll be able to wire them so that we can just sit at
the organ and make them have all the sensations that they
have seeing the picture.” This is reported by Ernest Lehman,
who wrote the screenplay of North by Northwest. In a later
documentary about the making of that film, Lehman repeats
the anecdote but somewhat changes the words he ascribed to
Hitchcock.1

�
Eisenstein used the term montage to designate his technique for
affecting audience response through cinematic communica-
tion. His thinking about this phenomenon developed over a
period of years and finally comprised an intricate network of
disparate notions. For us it will suffice to focus on remarks that
Hitchcock made about montage in several contexts. He speaks
of it as the basis of the “pure cinema” to which he himself
subscribed. In discussing Sabotage, he says the following about
the scene in which Sylvia Sidney kills her husband:

It was a supper table. The man complained about the color of the
greens. All I did was to show the close-up of the woman, about ordi-
nary bust size, and the man the same. Sometimes the man from her
eye-line, sometimes the woman from his eye-line. That was all we
were concerned with. The most important aspect of the scene was her
hand. It was essential to play up to her using the carving knife. She
carved meat with it, and then found herself helping him to vegetables
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with the carving knife. She realized what was wrong. Then I showed
her hand dropping the knife, trying to get rid of it, and then having to
pick it up because more meat needed carving—and dropping it with
a clatter. Then immediately a close-up of the man hearing the clatter.
Then the woman’s hand clasping and unclasping over the handle of
the carving knife. All we saw was a foreground of a table, glasses and
cutlery, and her hands hovering. Then back to him. He got up, and the
camera tilting up with him. He realizes his danger. I never bothered
to show the room, and I allowed that man to go right past the camera
towards the woman; and then again he comes to her and he looks
down, and the camera goes right from him, following his thought,
down to the knife and her hand still hovering over it. And then he
makes a grab and she gets it first. Then the two hands: her hands win.
And then all you see is two figures, and the man gives a cry and falls.2

Hitchcock explains his reliance upon montage in this scene
as the way in which he can make the murder seem “inevitable
without any blame attaching to the woman. I wanted to pre-
serve sympathy for her, so that it was essential that she fought
against something stronger than herself.”3 Hitchcock claims
that this revelation of the character’s feelings requires an
approach on the part of the director that is radically different
from the usual procedure. Instead of recording a continuous
succession of events that would be shortened and reunited in
the cutting room, the director must have a prior conception of
the response he wishes to achieve and how it can be evoked:
“To have shot all that in a long view would have been useless.
It had to be made up of these little pieces. With a first-class
director the final cutting is a simple job, if he has constructed
the scene in his mind in advance and knows what he wants to
create.”4

Several things are worth noting as at least implied by this
method. It places upon a director the responsibility for
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controlling not only the overall shape of the film he makes but
also every detail of its contents and construction. Instead of
reproducing the world as it is or as a backdrop for telling a
story or providing a message, the director presents an event in
the narrative through a process that only cinema can have. The
director chooses and orders the “little pieces” of cinematic
material in accordance with his prior decision about
the motivation of some character he has imagined—the
uncontrollable sense of inevitability experienced by the
woman in relation to the knife that will then kill her husband.
Finally, the director imposes an interpretation, in this case a
moral judgment about the culpability, or lack of it, in what the
wife does. She is to be seen as fighting blamelessly against
“something stronger than herself.” All this is arranged to
stimulate specific feelings of the audience. Our sympathy for
the murderer is to be preserved while we remain engrossed in
the observation of a brutal event that has upon us a cathartic
effect issuing out of the particular situation and its place within
the narrative.

As a further illustration of Hitchcock’s ideas about
montage, consider Tippi Hedren’s ordeal in the attic of the
besieged house in The Birds. After slowly climbing the stairs to
the top floor in a scene of isomorphically mounting tension,
she is suddenly attacked by wave after wave of birds. They are
mainly seagulls like the one that had wounded her in the row-
boat. That strike served as a momentary jolt to prepare us for
the longer sequence that now unfolds. As in Sabotage the event
in the attic lasts several minutes. It consists of a large number
of discontinuous close-ups organized to simulate continuity. In
its sensory power and rhythmic forcefulness, it becomes an
emotional climax in the plot.
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Hitchcock says that his employment of such montage
defines the nature of pure cinema, as opposed to the simple
filming of a novel or the photographing of a stage play: “Pure
cinema is complementary pieces of film put together, like notes
of music make a melody. There are two primary uses of cutting
or montage in film: montage to create ideas, and montage to
create violence and emotions.”5 He refers to Rear Window in
demonstrating both types of montage: the first occurring in
that film’s ability to manifest ideas by cutting back and forth to
what James Stewart sees (and shows in his facial expressions)
as he watches what is happening outside his window; the sec-
ond, in its manner of depicting violent behavior and emotional
turmoil during Stewart’s struggle with the murderer who has
burst into his room. If the camera had viewed the latter from a
distance or in continuous shots, the fearfulness of the
encounter would have been much diminished. By juxtaposing
small bits of imagery in close-up and precisely organized
among themselves, Hitchcock tells us, he was able to involve
the spectator’s feelings most emphatically. When Stewart is
pushed out of the window, Hitchcock shoots that “from a dis-
tance, the complete action,” and without any montage. There
was no longer a violent or emotional confrontation in the
narrative, and therefore no further need to arouse a strong
response.

In Psycho there are two familiar scenes that exemplify
Hitchcock’s use of montage. One involves the detective walk-
ing warily up the stairs in the Bates house. We feel the suspense
of his approaching the room in which we know that danger
lies. Suddenly the camera lights upon a menacing figure of
someone who storms out of this room. The camera zooms to a
close-up of the startled face of the detective as he is being
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stabbed. We seem to see the knife enter his body, though in
reality there is only a series of simulated jabs that are filmed to
appear consecutive. Particularly since the detective is a likable,
at least innocuous-looking, person, our feeling is highly
reactive to this close-up of the horrific assault he endures.

Even more famous is the shower sequence in Psycho. Janet
Leigh is sitting at a desk in her room in the Bates Motel. On a
piece of scrap paper she calculates how much she still retains
of the $40,000 she has stolen. She tears up the paper, walks to
the bathroom, throws the pieces into the toilet, flushes it, and
then casually removes her dressing gown. She is now naked,
but we see only her shoulders and her legs. When she steps
into the bathtub for her shower, the camera is positioned out-
side the shower curtain. Once she is in the shower—and there-
after for most of the scene—the camera is also inside, watching
at first her upturned face as she enjoys the flow of water on it.
Shots of the water descending from the shower spout augment
the sense of comfort and abandon that she is experiencing. 

Our anxiety is aroused when we notice a darkened shape
on the other side of the curtain. She does not see this, but we
know it must be a menacing individual who has now entered
the bathroom. There has been no sound thus far except for the
rushing of the water. When the intruder quickly pulls back the
shower curtain and begins to slash at the naked woman with a
kitchen knife, loud and high-pitched screeching noises provide
an eerie and relentless accompaniment to the rhythmic thrusts.
While they continue, we watch the attack’s effect upon the vic-
tim from outside the bathtub—in other words, from the point
of view of the assailant. 

The woman shrieks in pain and terror as the knife strikes
her repeatedly; when the attack stops and the murderer leaves
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the bathroom, her back slumps against the porcelain wall and
she collapses in the bathtub. Her last act consists in a desperate
gripping of the shower curtain, which is torn down by the
sheer weight of her body. The darkened water flowing into
the circular drain at the base of the bathtub is her blood. With
an almost clinical fascination, the cinematography studies in
close-up her now immobile face, the eyes open, fixed, lifeless.
The camera focuses on one of the eyes and then moves slowly
around it in an arclike movement that is almost but not quite
circular. The camera then creates a transitional closure to the
scene by swinging around and panning out of the bathroom
and into the adjacent bedroom. In a lingering shot, whose
meaning is evident to us, it stares at the desk on which the
stolen money lies hidden in a folded newspaper.

In an interview in which he states that “pure cinema is
pieces of film assembled,” Hitchcock gives a brief analysis of
this scene to substantiate his belief that “Psycho is probably one
of the most cinematic pictures I’ve ever made.” He then goes
on: “Because there you had montage in the bathtub killing
where the whole thing is purely an illusion. No knife ever
touched any woman’s body in that scene. Ever. But [despite]
the rapidity of the shots, it took a week. The little pieces of film
were probably not more than four or five inches long. They
were on the screen for a fraction of a second.”6

When he discusses the assault on the detective as he walks
upstairs in Psycho, Hitchcock describes his use of montage in a
similar fashion: “I took the camera very high, extremely high.
So that he was a small figure. And the figure of the woman
came out, very small, dashed at him with a knife. And the knife
went out, and we’re still very high, and as the knife started to
come down, I cut to the big head of the man. . . . So the big
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head came as a shock to the audience, and to the man himself.
His surprise was expressed by the size of the image. . . . In
music going high would be like the tremolo of the violins and
suddenly the brass goes GRRR! as it comes out with the big
head expressing his shock. Now that’s juxtaposition of pieces
of the film to create emotion.”7

Instructive as these remarks surely are, much more is at
stake. Particularly in the shower scene, Hitchcock’s camera is
in fact controlled by considerations that exceed the bounds of
what he calls pure cinema. In various writings he acknowl-
edges that public opinion, and his own concern about censor-
ship, made it imperative that the erotogenic zones of the
unclothed female must not be shown on screen. Though Janet
Leigh’s stand-in, and at times she herself, was naked or top-
less during the filming, the sequence artfully avoids any lurid
exhibition. As Hitchcock mentions in the statement from
which I quoted, the knife never touches the body of the
actress. The intensity of violence and implicit sexuality is left
to the imagination of the spectators, with the preconceived
purpose of arousing different affective reactions in them. One
reason Hitchcock made the film in black and white was his
belief that the sight of red blood flowing down the drain
might be more than the audience could take. He rightly sur-
mised that he would better attain the emotionality for which
he strove by cleverly manipulating the little bits of film in his
suggestive montage rather than by the more sensationalistic
use of color.

�
The aesthetic success of Hitchcock’s approach becomes evident
if we contrast his Psycho with its 1998 remake. Gus Van Sant,
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the director of the later project, tells us that his is not the usual
kind of remake. Although it changes the narrative date from
the 1950s to the late 1990s, employs color (sometimes vivid
color) instead of black and white, and substitutes actors who
inevitably project personae somewhat unlike the earlier ones,
95 percent of the shots are more or less the same as Hitchcock’s.
Some of the 5 percent that are Van Sant’s alone are quite
significant. For instance, when Norman Bates spies through a
peephole upon his new client at the motel as she undresses in
her room, the movement of his arm indicates in this version
that he is masturbating. For the most part, however, Van Sant
wanted to re-perform the Hitchcock film instead of making it
over. As in the art of music different orchestras can give their
own rendition of a symphonic or operatic composition, he
informs us, so too was he trying to re-present Hitchcock’s
cinematic masterpiece as faithfully as possible, even though he
was making his own movie almost forty years later.

Before questioning the degree of fidelity that Van Sant may
actually have attained, we may well wonder about the analogy
between music and film that he proposes. We generally think
of remakes as different films, just as film adaptations of a novel
are recognized to differ from their literary source in ways that
are fundamental to each art form. In music, the situation is not
comparable. A symphony or opera remains basically the same
despite its variability from performance to performance
because its character is explicitly defined by what the
composer has written out. He or she specifies the notes to be
played, the instruments to be used, and usually the tempi and
expressive elaborations to be followed. Much is, and has to be,
left to the discretion of individual performers onstage and in
the pit; but too great a deviation from the musical essentials
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would lead one to conclude that the integrity of the original
composition has been violated. 

As a consequence, Van Sant’s analogy is indefensible. Film
is not a living art of the sort that music is. Both originate with
artists who are alive, and both are subject to mechanical dupli-
cation through recordings that are more or less identical each
time they are played. The film we watch on television is the
same as the film we watch on the much larger screen of a movie
house, and this relationship is unquestionably analogous to
hearing a symphony on a receiver at home and hearing it in a
concert hall. But the movie differs from the symphony or opera
in being an aesthetic artifact that exists only as an entity on film
(or some equivalent). Each time the film is played, the mechan-
ism of projection causes it to be the same; and apart from its
capacity to be projected in one circumstance or another it is not
a movie. For music this is not the case. Though symphonies
and operas can be read on the page or heard in an indefinite
number of equally valid interpretations, each performance is a
personal rendition of a composer’s score. Nothing like that
belongs to cinematic experience. Every remake is literally a
different movie, including Van Sant’s despite his attempt to
duplicate almost all of Hitchcock’s shots.

The second Psycho is especially interesting because it
reveals, inadvertently of course, how much greater was
Hitchcock’s technique in all the replicated shots. The new
version of the shower sequence does contain modifications
that are entirely befitting—the figure being calculated at the
desk is now $400,000 instead of $40,000; the present actress,
Anne Heche, walks to the bathroom in more flamboyant san-
dals than before; the shower spout is octagonal in shape rather
than round; and the accoutrements of the room are those of a
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modern motel equipped with up-to-date lighting. But even
these minor variants, meager as they might seem, alter the pre-
vious effect. Together with the bright illumination, they curtail
the creepiness and outlandishness that Hitchcock instilled into
the Bates Motel, isolated and abandoned as it is in its period
because the world has built a new highway and so deprived it
not only of clients but also of routine contact with human
beings in general.

These revisions are accentuated by other changes that Van
Sant introduces. The murder of the girl in the shower is both
more realistic than the original and less so. More realistic
because so little is left to the imagination. We now see a few
seconds longer, and presumably the victim does as well, the
large knife that the assailant holds aloft before using it; we see
the many wounds it inflicts on the back as well as the front of
the victim’s body, whereas in Hitchcock only one is shown and
that very briefly; we see the streaks of blood that smear from
the woman’s back as she succumbs and then slips down
against the tile wall; we see a great deal more blood flowing
down the drain; and we see all this in living color, and there-
fore in the fashion of a current action film providing audiences
nowadays with what they demand as proof of authenticity in
the portrayal of human butchery. But this portrayal has
become so habitual to us that our emotions are less engaged
than they were, and still are, in Hitchcock’s somewhat
restrained and vastly stylized treatment. His less is more.

The emotional effect in Van Sant’s filming is further dimin-
ished by unfelicitous shots he has included on his own. As a
correlative to the fading of consciousness that occurs while the
woman is being stabbed, Van Sant flashes an image of clouds
slowly moving in a darkened sky. Later we see an image of her
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pupil totally dilated just before she passes out. One can only
wonder why Van Sant inserted these additions. They not only
go beyond Hitchcock but also serve as a needless distraction
from what Van Sant presumably wished to reenact. 

When the blood is rushing down the drain at the bottom of
the tub, Van Sant takes further liberties that are counter-
productive. He follows Hitchcock in showing the open eye (no
longer dilated), but then he has the camera circle twice around
it. In Hitchcock’s film the camera barely suggests this iso-
morphism in shape between the drain and the open eye.
Throughout his movies he often uses circular movements by
the camera to call attention to some affective affiliation, usually
an attachment of one sort or another between people in love.
His deft presentation here, in this contrasting event, of murder
rather than love, registers as a sharp, even bitter, commentary
on the fragility of what we value in life. In Van Sant’s movie the
accentuation of this idea seems grossly overdone, and such as
to make us question the coherence of his intention. Had he
forgotten how minimal was Hitchcock’s turning of the camera?
Was he afraid that his audience would miss the point? Or was
he trying to express the fact that he responded more acutely to
this event than Hitchcock did?

In both versions the scene ends with the camera traveling
from the open eye to the folded newspaper on the desk. This
reminds us of what the deceased had lusted for all along, and
so the shot sustains our desire to know what will now happen
to the money in the newspaper. In Van Sant’s movie, however,
the lifeless body has splayed itself across the low wall of the
bathtub. We are given a view of the actress’s naked backside
looking like an ineloquent slab of meat, and doubtless that is
what Van Sant meant to suggest when he made this alteration.
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But the posture is such that we can’t imagine how her head
could have turned to the requisite angle of alignment with the
newspaper in the next room. As a result, Hitchcock’s masterful
transition from eye to money is completely undermined. 

In the detective scene it is crucial that the juxtaposition of
the shots on the stairs be balanced precisely. The ones that are
“very high” must not be so high that the figure of the ascend-
ing man seems tiny, while the close-up of his face as he is
struck must be unexpectedly large. Hitchcock is able to shock
the viewers at this moment because he has presented the
succession of tremolo and GRRR!, in his analogy to music, with
great finesse. In the Van Sant remake the ratio of size has been
tampered with. The high shot is not equally high and the close-
up is not as close as in the Hitchcock. Moreover, the rhythm of
this entire sequence is thrown off, when the detective is
stabbed, by the odd and slightly ludicrous inclusion of a cow
in pasture and then a nude shot of Anne Heche looking into the
camera. One is not offended by the fact that Hitchcock did not
use these images, but rather by their being a pointless damp-
ening of the acute violence in the sudden attack.

Some of the other changes that occur in the remake have
less importance than one might have thought. Though it
matters that the two principal females—the murdered woman
and her sister—are brought into the present moment, along
with the setting as a whole, not much is affected by their being
depicted in the current feminist mode and therefore different
in their personality from what they were before. The homicidal
operation of Norman Bates’s mind is made neither more nor
less understandable by the suggestion that he is secretly
enraged by liberated women. Hitchcock pointedly remarks
that there is little characterization in this film. In answer to a
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question that suggests that in Psycho he was directing the audi-
ence more than the actors, he replies: “Yes. It’s using pure
cinema to cause the audience to emote. I think that in Psycho
there is no identification with the characters. There wasn’t time
to develop them and there was no need to.”8 Though one might
question the accuracy of Hitchcock’s denial that there is much
characterization in Psycho, his expression of intent can be
applied to Van Sant’s production as well as to his own. But only
the earlier film is able to carry out that guiding principle with a
singleminded ability to manipulate the feelings of an audience.

�
Hitchcock’s adherence to the concept of what he calls pure
cinema shows itself in the relish with which he describes his
cleverness as a technician. He is always preoccupied with
questions of how to use his tools and available technology for
the sake of achieving some effect. The remark that he quotes
himself as having used to help different actors who experience
problems in their performance—“It’s only a movie!”—speaks
volumes about his approach to his art form. The human reality
that enters into film creativity at various levels is, for him,
subordinate to the technical solutions he manages to reach. He
does not see the real as an ultimate and possibly unknowable
entity that art must seek to penetrate, to disclose, or even to
explicate. The world that Hitchcock portrays is recognizable as
the one that we encounter daily, and yet for him it exists
mainly as something in our experience that lures us into the
artificiality of his aesthetic construction. It is never allowed to
deflect us from the business at hand, which resides in the
evocation of emotions that are usually muffled, or submerged,
in life. 
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One might reply that since Hitchcock’s cinematography is
so thoroughly realistic he enables us to view the world as any
traditional realist would. But even to the extent that this idea
can be defended, there is very little that Hitchcock wishes to
tell us about the world, either through perceptual or concep-
tual means. I will later modify this statement, when I discuss
Hitchcock’s ideas about “the ordinary.” Apart from them,
however, Hitchcock works from virtually no polemical or
ideological stance, and no meditative or analytical probing into
the facts about our ontological being. Though he is often
charged with having had an excessive interest in sexuality,
possibly resulting from his repressed upbringing, he studies its
problems only to a minimal degree. He exploits sex in his art,
using it primarily as something that a contemporary audience
cares about. But even sexual violence—as in the brutal scenes
of Frenzy or The Lodger or Marnie, where the husband rapes his
wife on screen—is for him just a common event whose show-
ing can be expected to shock the observers. 

Throughout his very long career, Hitchcock retained a
precise intuition of who these observers might be. He knew
that moviegoing men and women do not go to “the pictures”
in order to be educated or uplifted. They go to be delighted
and excited, exhilarated by the comedy and enthralled by the
drama, especially when the two are interwoven. Above all,
they want to see a picturization of themselves and their
endangered ideals, provided that neither is articulated too
laboriously. To satisfy this broad-based demand, Hitchcock
films often concentrate on the life and amusements of the
majority of any population, those who belong to the middle
and lower strata of society, as in the music hall scenes at the
beginning and the end of The 39 Steps. But he can also reach
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higher if the plot requires it—as in Suspicion or Notorious or
North by Northwest—yet not so high either socially or
intellectually as to risk losing the interest of the mass audience
he has in mind. Despite his frequent cynicism about the
rectitude of those who wield power and influence in the world,
he is scarcely concerned about the political problems of either
upper-class or lower-class people.

Nor is investigatory psychological realism his forte. He
pretends to accept and express psychoanalytic ideas in various
films—notably in the pathological aspects of Rope, Vertigo, Rear
Window, and above all Spellbound, in which he includes
Salvador Dali’s surrealistic reminders of Freudian dream sym-
bolism. He tendentiously tacks on that tedious explanation by
the psychiatrist at the end of Psycho in order to explain why
Norman Bates behaved as he did. In To Catch a Thief he artfully
develops the notion that the family jewels are attractive to a
former thief like Cary Grant because they represent Grace
Kelly’s sexuality, as in the explosively orgasmic fireworks
scene. But in every case it is the filmic use of these alleged real-
ities that he cares about rather than any clarification of them or
their human circumstances. From that point of view Hitchcock
can be taken as a half-hearted realist, and radically different
from the authentic ones who wish to examine reality through
their cinematic techniques. For him, reality is only a conven-
ient, albeit necessary, setting for some formalist aspiration that
matters most to him.

Hitchcock’s ideal of pure cinema is best illustrated by his
television programs, which have been played and replayed for
decades, at once becoming an important part of American
culture. Each program was sculpted as a carefully crafted
sequence, an hour or half-hour in length, superficially realistic
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with respect to situations drawn from ordinary life, but in fact
serving as devices by which Hitchcock and his assistants could
captivate the public through subliminal procedures that he
controlled so well. His unequaled success is gauged by the
endurance of the entire series through reruns that continue to
mesmerize millions of people across the globe. It keeps them
glued to their TV screen from one commercial to the next.

�
In view of this manipulative intent, Hitchcock’s work might be
considered the product of a Frankenstein or proto-fascist who
is extremely talented in arousing emotional responses by
means of film technology. One may even think that the artistic
purity Hitchcock sought is inherently dehumanizing. When I
was young, I held that opinion. I tended to agree with Welles
when he said at one time that he “detested” Hitchcock’s use of
the camera, and on another occasion concluded that “his
contrivances remain contrivances, no matter how marvelously
they’re conceived and executed.”9

Hitchcock tried to justify his type of film by saying that it
enhances the social and affective life of the spectators without
indulging in excessive sensationalism. He claimed that he
satisfied a deep and pervasive need that many persons have—
a need to be frightened. He likened his movies to roller-
coaster rides, for which people give others money so that they
themselves can be scared under conditions in which there is
little or no danger: “Fear and fear not, that is the essence of
melodrama.”10

Hitchcock defends this approach in several places, but
most explicitly in an essay entitled “The Enjoyment of Fear.”
He says that while few of us seek fear “in the real or personal
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sense,” millions do so vicariously in the darkened ambience of
a theater or moviehouse: “They identify themselves with ficti-
tious characters who are experiencing fear, and experience,
themselves, the same fear sensations (the quickened pulse, the
alternately dry and damp palm, etc.), but without paying the
price.”11

The two propositions in this quotation are both essential to
Hitchcock’s argument. To explain the very concept of enjoying
fear as that which underlies his aesthetic and presumably
moral goal in the art of film, he emphasizes the human need to
experience this response in a situation that does not involve
actual suffering or harm. But we may ask: “Suffering and harm
to whom?” Not counting the villains or ne’er-do-wells who
end up badly in his movies, the Hitchcock heroes or sympa-
thetic characters with whom we identify often suffer very
much. As protagonists in the narrative, they undergo real and
harmful distress. Among those in the audience, this is true only
of the unsatisfiable movie critics. All the rest have bought
tickets in the hope of enjoying the sight of fearful occurrences
being displayed out there on the screen. 

These events may in fact be frightening to children, whose
absorption as they watch can be emotionally overpowering, but
usually not to grown-ups. Having been asked by an inter-
viewer whether he himself experiences fear while watching
movies, Hitchcock honestly replies that he does not do so
frequently. When Psycho first came out, there were reports of
young women who said they were afraid to take a shower for
some time after seeing the film, and possibly some of these
women had sweaty palms during the movie. Nevertheless one
can’t believe that they were representative of the audience as a
whole. In a subtle and intriguing way, Hitchcock misconstrued
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the nature of the responsiveness he was so adept at eliciting. It
may have registered as fear only rarely and in few observers.

For one thing, the analogy of the roller-coaster or any
other thrill that people relish is fallacious. Attending a movie,
even a “thriller,” is not the same as confronting real dangers in
the world. The point about activities like walking a tightrope,
auto racing, mountain climbing, or big-game hunting—just to
mention Hitchcock’s other examples—is the fact that in them-
selves these all induce fearfulness. They cultivate feelings of
fear that can be surmounted, and even enjoyed, although the
conditions in which they arise are truly perilous. When we
watch a movie, however, we enter into another kind of
circumstance. There is nothing inherently frightening or
immediately dangerous about watching films. We know that
we can always walk out of the theater if we so desire. We also
know that the characters cannot, however much they may
resemble us. Within their fictional world, they are forced to
face some grim reality they may or may not be able to escape.
Even when the spectators feel excited by events that make the
movie exciting, the two types of excitement are not the same.
Throughout the performance the viewers are there to have a
good time, while the characters, in their own reality, may be
going through hell. 

For this reason we need to describe spectatorial response in
a manner that contravenes what Hitchcock says. The specta-
tor’s enjoyment of fear to which he refers is an enjoyment of
someone else’s fear, that someone else being the fictitious
personage who represents people that are indeed real and yet
not as any of these characters are. Viewers whose highly
sensitive imaginings are ensnared by dangers within a movie
may feel what is fearful for the characters so strongly that they
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experience a comparable fear themselves. But this will not
happen to most people, or even very many, and it cannot be a
criterion for the common and aesthetically relevant apprecia-
tion of cinematic effects.

Finally, there is something wrong in Hitchcock’s repeated
confession about his failing as a director when he allowed the
boy in Sabotage to be blown up by a bomb he was carrying
unawares on the streetcar. As a corollary to his claim that the
enjoyment of fear is a consummation his art makes possible for
millions of men and women, Hitchcock insists not only that the
clientele must feel safe while enjoying their fear but also that
the fictional characters with whom they identify must not pay
too high a price for being participants in whatever fearful
events befall them. As a consequence of this reasoning,
Hitchcock feels that he violated his own artistic principles in
having the boy killed. But does he mean to suggest that only
nasty or evil characters with whom one cannot identify should
die in the senseless way that the boy does? Hitchcock’s power-
ful and beautifully constructed Frenzy derives much of its
strength from the fact that the two women who are brutally
murdered in it are likable, even generous and warm-hearted,
persons with whom a contemporary audience can readily
identify. And even Sabotage would have lost much of its
authenticity without the death of the young boy. That is what
leads his grief-stricken sister to avenge him by murdering the
brutish husband who was instrumental in his death.

�
This confusion on Hitchcock’s part is compounded by difficul-
ties I discern in an ambitious and far-reaching distinction that
he makes among alternate types of movies. In his interviews,
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he mentions differences among a suspense film, a thriller, a
mystery, and a whodunit; and in one of his articles he main-
tains that his own movies are not horror films. Describing the
first of these five genres, he asks us to imagine two men who
are sitting at a table, talking and having a drink. We are also to
imagine there is a bomb under the table that is timed to go off
at any moment. This is paradigmatic of suspense. It requires
us, the imaginative spectators, to know in advance the factual
setting of the unwelcome condition these two men are in. We
feel anxiety for them, Hitchcock says, though they themselves
do not realize the risk they are running just in being at the table
and calmly conversing with each other.

According to Hitchcock, for there to be suspense it is
crucial that the bomb not go off. If that happened, we would
have nothing further to wait for apprehensively. The audience
might experience shock, but suspense as a cinematic effect
would no longer exist. This point is relevant to Hitchcock’s
self-criticism for having the boy in Sabotage die when the bomb
explodes. Not only does Hitchcock feel in retrospect that he
violated the principle of “fear and fear not,” but also he
remarks that the entire structure of suspense was vitiated by
this termination to it. I myself find it hard to know what he
means in this connection. The suspense would have had to end
eventually, one way or another, and the shocking culmination
he chose for this sequence is the kind of melodramatic climax
he uses quite successfully in many of his films. I return later to
this problem.

At the opposite pole from the suspense film, Hitchcock
places the whodunit. In that genre the audience does not have
prior knowledge of the facts in some beguiling situation. The
pertinent details are disclosed at the end, not at the beginning.
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Clues are made available from the start, but they are merely
tantalizing and do not create suspense. Though Hitchcock
does not say much about his own employment of whodunit
effects, these often serve as major components in his films.
They occur in the search for the guilty man in Young and
Innocent who blinks his eyes but is otherwise unknown; for the
identity of the murderer in Spellbound who appears in Gregory
Peck’s troubled dream but is unrecognizable; for the person
who occasioned the fatal trouble with Harry; for the cause of
the suspicious disappearance of the sick woman across the
courtyard in Rear Window, or of the lady who vanishes in that
earlier film; and so on. The bits of evidence about some
homicide, as it usually is, are fundamental to the story, but
only at the denouement do we learn what they signify and
who has dunit.

Extrapolating beyond Hitchcock’s few remarks, we can
envisage the mystery story—in contrast to the whodunit—as a
narrative about some unknown occurrence in which there may
not be any criminality at all. Watching Spellbound we are
puzzled by the strange but not illegal behavior of Gregory
Peck, whose hidden agony Ingrid Bergman must try to
unearth. She is a practicing psychiatrist but her expertise
shows itself as a form of detective work. In Vertigo James
Stewart, who is a professional detective in need of psychiatric
help himself, seeks to clarify the bizarre activities of Kim
Novak. Mysterious elements, like the phrase “39 steps” or the
arcane meaning of pi in Torn Curtain, frequently pervade
Hitchcock’s movies and readily interweave with the suspense
that results from the search to comprehend them.

The thriller movie uses suspense but does so for a special
end that goes beyond it alone. Suspense is an affective state that
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ranges from a sense of mounting terror, at one extreme, to feel-
ings, at the other, that are much more tranquil: inquisitiveness
about a problem that has been posed, idle but engaged curios-
ity about an odd event and its consequences as they unfold in
the plot, concern about the welfare of fictional persons whom
we find interesting for whatever reason, or just aesthetic
involvement in a fascinating story. For a film to be a thriller,
however, or to have the distinctive ingredients of one, it must
keenly vivify our sensory experience through carefully timed
excitation that occurs at crucial junctures in the narrative. Given
the nature of film, these are visual or auditory, though
sometimes kinesthetic, components of our consciousness. The
images reach out and activate our sense organs in ways that can
be unpleasant at the moment though quite acceptable and even
welcome as artful contrivances that make it possible for us to
enjoy the movie. The thriller plays upon the fact that in the
proper context everyone likes to be thrilled. 

Horror films are somewhat different from thrillers. In a 1936
essay entitled “Why ‘Thrillers’ Thrive,” Hitchcock contrasts the
two. Thrillers he commends on moral as well as aesthetic
grounds. He argues that our natural state is such that we
human beings need to have “shake-ups,” or else “we grow
sluggish and jellified.” Since civilized existence does not pro-
vide sufficient thrills, “we have to experience them artificially,
and the screen is the best medium for this.”12 Particularly if it is
what Hitchcock calls “a well-made film,” a thriller can get
members of the audience to feel as if they too are participating
in the exciting events while also knowing that they themselves
are not in any danger. But the horror film works too hard at this
and is therefore repellent, Hitchcock insists. He finds “unnatu-
ral” the excitement it creates: “The term [horror] meaning
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‘extreme aversion,’ has been loosely applied to films, which to
supply the desired emotional jolt, exploit sadism, perversion,
beastiality, and deformity. . . . This is utterly wrong, being
vicious and dangerous. It is permissible for a film to be horrific,
but not horrible; and between the two there is a dividing line
which is apparent to all thinking people.”13

By making this distinction, Hitchcock would seem to be
invoking criteria of good taste or what is morally permissible.
He gives us no reason to believe that the horror films he
describes cannot deliver “the desired emotional jolt” as pro-
ductively, and with as much safety for the audience, as thrillers
that do not go to such lengths. In his own career one observes
a development in the direction of ever closer proximity to the
horror films that he is here condemning. We need only com-
pare The Short Night with The Lodger to see how much he finally
deviated from the rigid demarcation asserted in this early
statement.14

Throughout his work Hitchcock often invokes a sense of
horror without allowing it to turn his thrillers into horror films.
We undergo a feeling of instant dread when Cary Grant is
strafed in a cornfield in North by Northwest, and when he drives
drunkenly at the edge of a cliff, toward the beginning of that
film, and later when he and Eva Marie Saint dangle from
another cliff. We have similar feelings when sudden and some-
times fatal stabbings occur in Hitchcock films. In The 39 Steps a
horrifying burst of adrenalin occurs when the hero Hannay is
shot point-blank in the heart, followed by a rapid cut and
moment of blackness on the screen that makes us think this is
his end. The combination of horror and thrill is wonderfully
captured earlier in that movie when the train that carries
Hannay to Scotland goes through a tunnel and its whistle
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shrieks in synchrony with the cleaning woman’s open (but
silent) mouth as she screams upon discovering the dead
woman in Hannay’s London apartment.

At the same time, it is also true that Hitchcock employs the
element of horror only sparsely and within special, limited
parameters in which it can have its greatest effect. In the arche-
typical horror film that Hitchcock reviles, the emotional impact
is often impaired, and usually lacking in aesthetic quality, pre-
cisely because it is overdone. It either excludes any other mode
of imaginative presentation or else is too gross in itself, too
thoroughly oblivious to the subtleties of human affect. On
Hitchcock’s palette, horror is but one among other instrumen-
talities that he blends within the artistic and highly variegated
complexity of his narratives.

�
Complementary to his sophistication about these five genres,
there is in Hitchcock’s methodology a supervening attempt to
integrate and harmonize the values of them all. That requires
accommodations among them that he understands very well.
He emphasizes that a director always has to adjudicate
between the suspenseful and the shocking. These follow dif-
ferent paths and are incompatible in any single moment of the
film. Since it is predicated upon prior knowledge the audience
has been given, suspense is incapable of creating the shake-up
that comes from being startled by the unexpected. Resulting
from a sudden thrust upon one’s sensory faculties, shock
eliminates the possibility of any simultaneous suspense. In
combining the two within the totality of a film, Hitchcock
remarks that he devotes two-thirds of the movie to suspense
and only a third to events that are shocking. 
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